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About Partners
• Partners for College Affordability and Public Trust is a nonprofit, 

nonpartisan organization dedicated to making high-quality, 
affordable college education a reality for all Americans.

• We are committed to accelerating the widespread adoption of 
public policies and institutional practices that improve 
quality and lower costs at America’s public colleges and 
universities.

• We translate good ideas into action by bridging the gaps 
between research, policy, and practice. 

• We ensure that policymakers and college leaders are held 
accountable by an informed and engaged public.
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Our Focus

• Institutional revenue and expense side rather than the 
student aid side of the college affordability equation
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Our Theory of Change

Public policies that ensure more strategic 
public funding of colleges and universities 

+
Adoption and scaling of more strategic 

institutional finance practices
= 

More sustainable institutional transformation 
that reduces costs for students while 

improving educational quality and student 
success
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What We Do

• We advocate for changes in public policy  
• We accelerate the adoption of institutional best 
practices 

• We empower and amplify the public voice
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Our Policy Domains
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1. Transparency
2. Strategic Institutional Finance

1. Strategic Pricing
2. Strategic Spending

3. Strategic Public Funding
4. Public Engagement and Accountability
5. Institutional Governance
6. Affordable Pathways
7. Innovation



VA: 2019 Legislative Outcomes

1. Fund and Freeze: The General Assembly has allocated an 
additional $52.5 million for public colleges and universities 
who agree to freeze in-state tuition for the coming year.

2. Public Comment: Virginia's public colleges and universities 
will be required to hear from those most affected by decisions 
to raise tuition.

3. Transparency about Financial Aid: Financial aid award 
letters will be easier for students and families to understand, 
helping them make better-informed financial decisions.
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VA: 2019 Legislative Outcomes

4. Transparency about Other Expenses: Colleges will now be 
required to clearly identify courses with low or no-cost 
textbooks or materials in course catalogs.

5. More Accountability: Governing boards must now provide 
explanations for any unexpected increases in tuition and fees 
that deviate from projections in their six-year financial plans.

6. Enhancing Institutional Governance: College governing 
boards will be trained on student debt trends and on their 
primary duty to the Commonwealth.
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Projects

• College Affordability Dashboard
• Textbook Affordability Analysis
• “Follow the Dollar”
• Questions to Ask about College Affordability

• Governing Boards
• Students and Families
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College Affordability Dashboard

• Compiles data from multiple sources to help the public 
compare how public colleges and universities stack up 
on measures of college affordability and value

• We selected metrics that we think represent 
institutional performance on factors that are important 
to students and families in making decisions about their 
investment in higher education
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College Affordability Dashboard
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Metric Source

Average Net Price U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) Student Financial Aid Component

10-year Change in Tuition and Fees U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) Institutional Characteristics Component

In-state Students Enrolled U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) Fall Enrollment Component

Pell Grant Recipients U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) Student Financial Aid Component

Typical Total Debt after Graduation U.S. Department of Education College Scorecard

5-year Cohort Default Rate Center for American Progress Analysis of U.S. Department of Education Default Rate Data 
(https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-
postsecondary/news/2018/08/30/457296/can-see-colleges-long-term-default-rate)

5-year Borrower in Trouble Rate Center for American Progress Analysis of U.S. Department of Education Default Rate Data 
(https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-
postsecondary/news/2018/08/30/457296/can-see-colleges-long-term-default-rate)

Salary 10 Years after Attending U.S. Department of Education College Scorecard

Economic Mobility New York Times Analysis of Mobility Report Cards: The Role of Colleges in Intergenerational 
Mobility (https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility)
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Textbook Affordability Analysis

• Shining a Brighter Light on Textbook Affordability 
(June 2019)

• We reviewed the allowance for books and supplies reported 
by public 2-year and 4-year institutions in the Institutional 
Characteristics component of IPEDS for the 2012–13, 
2013–14, 2014–15, 2015–16, 2016–17, and 2017–18 
academic years.

• Data available in 
https://public.tableau.com/profile/partners.for.college.affor
dability.and.public.trust#!/vizhome/TextbookAffordabilityDa
shboard/ByStateandSector
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Recommendations
• Institutions should voluntarily disclose or report the methodology they use 

to calculate and report allowances for textbooks and supplies in the 
context notes provided in the IPEDS Data Collection System and on their 
websites. 

• Institutions should voluntarily disclose the total cost of required textbooks 
for an entire academic program to help students and families budget more 
accurately.

• Institutions, through the Association for Institutional Research (AIR) and 
the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA), 
should develop and adopt a common methodology for calculating and 
reporting allowances for textbooks and supplies in IPEDS.

• Institutions, in partnership with textbook service providers and publishers, 
should develop better ways to collect data on textbook costs to better 
reflect the impacts of textbook affordability initiatives.
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“Follow the Dollar”

• We reviewed core revenues and expenses for public 2-
year and 4-year institutions in the Finance component 
of IPEDS

• Currently developing user-friendly interface so users 
can “follow the dollar”
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Questions to Ask

• One-pager of questions about college affordability for 
targeted audiences

• Members of governing boards of public colleges and 
universities

• Students and families (forthcoming)
• Informed by existing reporting and disclosure 
requirements
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https://www.pcapt.org/blog/questions-about-college-affordability-governing-boards-of-public-colleges-and-universities
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Considerations for IPEDS Keyholders

• We regularly use IPEDS data for advocacy purposes!
• We combine data from different IPEDS components, so 
Keyholders need to continue ensuring data quality and 
consistency across different components

• Keyholders should continue cultivating relationships 
with other institutional units—in particular:

• Business Affairs
• Financial Aid
• Human Resources
• Marketing and Communications
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Questions & Answers
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